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Welcome to School Support and Improvement Professional Learning Community PLC Module webinar. We are pleased that you are able to join us. This recorded webinar will walk you through an overview of a Professional Learning Community (PLC).  



Module 
Outcomes
• Definition of a PLC
• What PLCs are NOT
• PLC Basic: 3 Big Ideas
• Characteristics of a PLC- Strategies for 

Successful Implementation
• PLC Team Cycle
• Agenda Components
• Sample Agenda
• A PLCs Impact on Instruction- video
• Resources  
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The outcomes of this module is to- define what a Professional Learning Community (PLC) is, review what a PLC is NOT, talk about what a PLC is by looking at the basic three big ideas, discuss the characteristics of a PLC and what are the strategies for successful implementation.  We will take a look at the PLC Team Cycle of work.  As well, we will explore components to include when creating a PLC agenda and look at a completed sample agenda following with a video which highlights the impact PLCs have on instruction. Lastly, some available resources will be shared. 



What is a Professional 
Learning Community?

Professional learning community (PLC)
An ongoing process in which educators work collaboratively 
in recurring cycles of collective inquiry and action research to 
achieve better results for the students they serve. 
Professional learning communities operate under the 
assumption that the key to improved learning for students is 
continuous job-embedded learning for educators.

ALLTHINGSPLC
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Read the definition.  



PLCs are 
NOT…
• grade level meetings
• programs
• run as committees
• book studies
• professional 

developments
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The term PLC has become so everyday and has been used so ambiguously that it is in danger of losing all meaning.  Here are a few examples of what Professional Learning Communities are NOT:Professional Learning Communities are not grade level meetings Professional Learning Communities are not programs that can be purchasesProfessional Learning Communities are not run as committeesProfessional Learning Communities are not book studiesProfessional Learning Communities are not professional developments



PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY  BASIC:  
3 BIG IDEAS
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A Professional Learning Community is an ongoing process in which educators:  focus on learning, collaborative culture and results orientation. A Professional Learning Community is about shifting the district and school culture to make sure it is aligned to the these 3 big ideas.  Let’s look at each of these 3 big ideas more closely. 



FOCUS ON LEARNING

1. What do we want students to know and be able to do?
2. How will we know if they’ve learned it?
3. What will we do when they don’t learn it?
4. What will we do when they do learn it?
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The first of the 3 big ideas is a focus on learning. This is the very reason why education and schools exist. We are responsibility to make sure students are learning at high levels everyday.  Members of a Professional Learning Community work together to define what students have to learn, monitoring what students have learned, providing interventions when students struggle and offer enrichment for students who have mastered learning objectives already.  There are 4 critical question that drive the work of a PLC.  Number 1. What do we want students to know and be able to do?  As a result of each grade level’s work, we should be defining what students must know in the end.  Number 2.  How will we know if they’ve learned it?  PLCs should be looking at what steps are being taken to monitor students work in a timely manner.  Number 3.  What will we do when the don’t learn it?  There needs to be a systemic process in place to provide additional time and support for students who are struggling .  Lastly, number  4.  What will we do when they do learn it?  Opportunities for students who have master the outcomes by extending the learning with enrichment should be provided. 



COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

Unity

Common Goals

Accountable
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The second of the 3 big ideas is Collaborative Culture.  This work is not done in isolation.  We need to join together in unity to do what is best for children owning all the students in the school.  In a Professional Learning Community it is no longer these are my students and those are your students.  It IS these are ALL of our students!  Though members of a Professional Learning Community work interdependently towards achieving the common goals they have set, members are mutually accountable. These common goals impact each teacher’s classroom practice to gain better results for their students, their team and their school.  This work is directly linked to the Purpose of Learning.   
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The last of the 3 big ideas of a Professional Learning Community is Results Orientation.  A Professional Learning Community’s effectiveness is measure on the achievement of the intended results.  Ongoing data analyzes must been included in a successful Professional Learning Community.  The work done my members must be measured based on results rather than intentions.  The analysis of the results address the learning strengths and weakness of individual teaching so that learning is throughout all members. In the end, the majority of a Professional Learning Community’s work lies in the 3 big ideas.   



Presentation materials adapted from Solution Tree

Shared Mission, Vision, Values, Goals
Collaborative Team Focused on Learning
Collective Inquiry
Action Orientation and Experimentation
Commitment to Continuous Improvement
Results Orientation 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING COMMUNITIES
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Characteristics of Professional Learning Communities are essential in implementing successful PLCs.  A Professional Learning Community benefits when all stakeholders are aligned to a shared mission, vision, values and goals.  These elements allow for a common understanding of what a school is striving to accomplish to impact that all students are learning.  A collaborative team’s focus on learning - allows for educators to work interdependently towards the common goals the teams has established.  Collective Inquiry is seen through the lens of a school’s current reality engaging in best practices in teaching and learning which becomes a crucial element of the Professional Learning Community’s decision making process.  Learning by doing develops a deeper knowledge than the more traditional ways of learning and is the essential part of Action Orientation and Experimentation.  Therefore, Professional Learning Community members, must be action oriented and open to turn actions into current realities. Commitment to Continuous Improvement engages Professional Learning Community members in an ongoing cycle of the following:  Gathering evidence of current levels of student learning, developing strategies and ideas to build on strengths and address weaknesses in that learning, implanting those strategies and ideas, analyzing the impact of the changes to discover what was effective and what was not, and applying new knowledge in the next cycle of continuous improvement.   Finally, the efforts of all these characteristic discussed must be assessed based on results rather than intentions.  This evidence is used to inform and improve a Professional Learning Community’s practice. 
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This PLC Team cycle diagram shows the process of work done by members of a PLC.  As you can see, it entails the PLC meetings and the work done by the teachers in the classrooms for a full cycle with the continuous of repeated cycles.  The work of a PLC is ongoing.  The areas of focus, strategies, assessment and response work in the team cycle all align to the four critical questions that drive the work of a PLC. Now that you have become more familiar with the elements and work of an effective PLC, let’s move into what a PLC meeting agenda may include. 



PLC MEETING 
AGENDAS

Key Components
Meeting Norms
Members 
Roles
Outcomes
SMART Goal(s)
Four Critical Questions
Topics of Discussion
Who and Estimated Time
Minutes
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On this slide you see a few agenda examples.  When creating a PLC agenda it is important to consider including some of these key components listed here.  Let’s review these more closely.  Meeting norms should be established by the team to set clear expectation to guide the actions for more productive work.  Having this on the agenda allows for a quick review at the start of each meeting.  Listing the members records a reference of record of which members were in attendance or not.  Defining roles and assigning them keeps the meeting on task and members engaged.  Including roles on the agenda, allows for not only accountability, but involvement of each member as well.  Listing the outcomes not only identifies them, but guarantees the meeting’s focus and results.  Including the SMART goals on each agenda reminds members of the end results which is why the work of a PLC is done.  If a grade level is content based, there may only be one SMART goal.  Whereas, if a grade level is cross contents, there would be more then one SMART goal.  The work of a PLC centers around the four critical questions; therefore, these questions should always be included on each agenda to make sure discussion are driven by their focus.  In order to capture the discussions that takes place during a PLC meeting, noting the topics of discussion, who will be responsible for the topic item, setting an estimated time and recording the conversations minutes are great practices to be certain that all these aspects are fully documented.  In the end, creating a PLC meeting agenda that includes these key components is best and will ensure the work of a PLC is structured and valuable to support the learning of all students. 



SAMPLE AGENDA
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This is a completed sample agenda from a second grade PLC meeting.  Take a moment to view the document.  All the general information such as the grade level, date, materials to bring to the meeting and who was in attendance are noted.  The team has identified the goals and outcomes which are to identified the next standards to be taught and develop a common assessment based on the standards identified during the meeting.  The established meeting norms are included and are reviewed at the beginning of each meeting.  This team has assigned and included roles for each member.  Not always will each member have a role depending on the size of a team.  But, note, team roles may rotate so that all member may have a role.  In the center, the 4 critical questions are displayed so that the team is able to ensure they drive their work accordingly.  In second grade, cross content is taught; therefore, they have included a SMART goal for ELA and Math.  Having these included on the agenda keeps the work focused on the end results.  As you can see for this particular meeting, the topics of discussion align with numbers 1 and 2 of the 4 critical questions that drive PLC work.  They identified the next two essential standards for ELA and Math looking at the unwrapped standards for each to have discussion in determining I can…. statements.  Then they moved into developing a common assessment for both standards.  The work done included the team discussing and creating rubrics for performance.   When you look at topics for the next meeting, you see that the team will move into questions 3 and 4 after they have taught and assessed.  From this overview, you know understand that the work of a PLC must be organized and follow a structure.  As a result, designing and creating a well thought out agenda is essential. In bringing all the learning from this Professional Learning Community Module together- on the next side you will watch a video that highlights teachers from a middle school who talk about the impact PLCs have on their instruction.  �



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WLcm0pe_bg&feature=emb_logo
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After watching this video, you can pull all the learning together from this module to see how the work of a PLC team is meaningful to impact student learning and outcomes. 



FOR MORE 
INFORMATION

SOULTION TREE

What is a Professional Learning Community?

What makes an effective PLC? 

Creating a Professional Learning Community at Work: 
Foundational Concepts and Practices

6 Essential Characteristics of a PLC
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S
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For more information on Professional Learning Communities click on the links provided on this slide.  As well, these are a few of the books available. 

https://www.solutiontree.com/
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/may04/vol61/num08/What-Is-a-Professional-Learning-Community%C2%A2.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XlfRZzOWEk
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Creating+a+Professional+Learning+Community+at+Work%3a+Foundational+Concepts+and+Practices&&view=detail&mid=4920817CC6E09FA82A934920817CC6E09FA82A93&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DCreating%2Ba%2BProfessional%2BLearning%2BCommunity%2Bat%2BWork%253a%2BFoundational%2BConcepts%2Band%2BPractices%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://wvde.state.wv.us/ctn/Workshop%20Materials/CTN%20October%20Conference/October%20Day1%20Handouts.pdf


Thank you

Visit www.azed.gov/improvement for 
all grant resources, guidance 
documents, webinars, and training 
modules.

If you have any questions, feel free to 
message 
SchoolImprovementInbox@azed.gov
or contact your assigned program 
specialist for support.
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Thank you for joining our webinar today.  For more information for all grants, resources, guidance documents, webinars, and training modules, please visit www.azed.gov/improvement.  If you have any questions, feel free to message Schoolimprovementinbox@azed.gov. or contact your assigned program specialist for support. 

http://www.azed.gov/improvement
mailto:SchoolImprovementInbox@azed.gov
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